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A description of steady-state material transfer through the barrier of the
idealized physiological transfer unit, phase 1, membrane, phase 2,-two
homogeneous phases separated by a complex barrier-based upon Newton's
laws of motion has been outlined previously.1 The supposition was made
that the conservative forces tending to drive the kinetic materials through
a barrier b can be derived from differences in the electrochemical potentials
of the kinetic substances k that appear across the barrier. The formal
relation between the electrochemical potential, A -Akb, and the material
currents within the barrier, fIlhb, can be written as follows:
-b F, RMb
Equation 1 is exact when the velocities of motion are small and when the
system is in a steady state, that is, when the accelerations of the centers of
mass of the individual kinetic materials within the barrier are zero. The
equation may be used for the description of material transfers in many
biological systems without great error, for the accelerations of the material
substances within the barriers of the majority of biological transfer systems
appear to be negligibly small. The Rhk's in equation 1 are members of the
resistance matrix of the barrier, and if Newton's third law of motion is
presumed valid,"2 Onsager's reciprocal relations,8" that is, Rhk is equal to
Rkh, immediately follow.
The present report contains elementary derivations of the relationships
that exist between A7ikb and certain other pertinent quantities of interest
to a discussion of material transfer systems. Especial attention will be paid to
those closed circuit systems of biological import in which steady state
electric currents can be determined.
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CHEMICAL AND ELECTRIC CURRENTS. We will find it expedient to split the
material current passing through a barrier, fikb, into two parts, one fraction
which is taken to be an element of the chemical current, ilkch, and the remain-
der which is taken to be an element of the electric current, fiel, through the
barrier. Thus fikb will be represented as
Akb oh 2.
We will further specify that
r c"ok 3. k~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
in which Zk iS the charge number of the kinetic substance (the valency of an
ion). Zk is a small positive or negative integer for an ion and is zero for
a neutral molecule. In addition we will write for fi1el that
in which 0J is the Faraday constant and I is the electric current passing
through a barrier.
The dissipation of the Gibbs' free energy. The rate of change of the free
energy of the system associated with the transfer of material substances
through a barrier, Gtran, is known"5 and is given by the equation
Gtra Xkb
- b
We split Gtran into two parts, a chemical part and an electric part, in order
to take explicit account of the dissipation of the free energy by the chemical
current and the electric current. We obtain
a E ch -b el 6.
The dissipation of the free energy associated with an electric current in a
material medium is a known function of the electric current, I, and the
electric resistance of the barrier, Relb. Therefore Gtranel can be written
G1 d 01 £ wi db lb - (I)2R 7 -
We now introduce the electric transport number of an ion within the
barrier, tib, defined as the fraction of the electric current carried through
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The transport number depends upon the mobility and charge number of
a particular ion as well as upon the concentration and charge numbers of
all ions within the barrier. It may be regarded therefore as a mutual property
of the ion and the barrier. The transport numbers could be calculated if the
appropriate elements of the resistance matrix of the barrier were known.
The relation of the transport numbers to the charge numbers and to the
elements of the inverse matrix of the R's is given by Harned and Owen.'
Experimentally, it is known that the magnitude of tib does not depend upon
the electric current when the current densities in a barrier are small or
moderate. In the discussion that follows we will consider t,b to be inde-
pendent of the electric current.
Equation 8 may be solved for fi,el, and if the quantity obtained is used
to eliminate the fiel term from equation 7, we obtain the useful relation
Eb - b - _ A^¢
In equation 9 the term A4b is the difference in electric potential which
appears across an electric resistance whenever there is an actual electric
current present. If the electric current through the barrier is zero, equation 9
becomes
E tib jib '0 10.
The symbol 10 is used in equation 10 and elsewhere to indicate that the
electric current in a transfer system is zero.
A full appreciation of the meaning of equation 10 is important to an
understanding of the considerations that follow. Equation 10 does not
require that the individual AAb] 's be zero. That is, equation 10 holds
regardless of the magnitudes of the individual material currents that col-
lectively constitute the chemical current. It is because of this fact, as we
shall see later, that expressions for the electromotive force of open circuit
irreversible transfer systems can be obtained without consideration of the
magnitude of the chemical current through the barriers of such systems.
THE ELECTRIC FIELDS OF INTEREST IN IONIC TRANSFER
The total electric field within a transfer system can be regarded as the
result of the linear superposition of two electric fields. The first is associated
with the chemical current through the barrier and certain charged displace-
ment mechanisms that occur within the barrier. If the barrier is a liquid
junction, the chemical current can be considered as the collective flows of
various ion pairs through each element of volume of the liquid junction.
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Because the individual ions have characteristic mobilities which, in general,
are of different magnitudes, a slight separation of the centers of positive and
negative charge in each element of volume can take place.
This separation of centers of charge gives each element of volume an
effective electric moment without, however, affecting the electroneutrality
of the element ofvolume under consideration. If the barrier is more complex,
such as is the barrier formed when a membrane is interposed between two
homogeneous phases, further charge ordering mechanisms become operative.
Selective absorption of ions or oriented absorption of polar molecules can
take place at any of the interfaces present in the boundary, and lastly,
transfer of electrons may take place between neutral molecules or ions and
the material of which a membrane is formed (the Helmholtz double layer
hypothesis). Collectively all such processes result in the production of
a polarized barrier. The difference in electric potential between the two sides
of the barrier associated with the electric field due to the polarization of the
barrier by the various charge separation mechanisms we will designate as
Ab.
In the physiological transfer unit, A*b is known as the membrane
potential. Other A*b's are variously called single electrode potentials, phase
boundary potentials, liquid junction potentials, etc. In general, the mem-
brane potential does not become zero when the homogeneous phases of a
unit transfer system reach equilibrium, but unfortunately AIb cannot be
estimated precisely nor determined separately for a single barrier in a unit
transfer system by any known experimental procedure.
The second electric field of interest is the electric field associated with
the collective fractions of the material currents which constitute the
electric current. This field gives rise to a difference in electric potential
across a barrier which was denoted by the symbols Akb in equation 9. The
net difference in electric potential across a barrier we will therefore write as
AYb _ A0b _ Asb _ I RIb
It is important to remember that Ab appears only across the barrier of a
unit transfer system. In contrast, A4)b has a definite value between any two
points of a transfer system when an electric current is present, even though
the two points are situated wholly within a single homogeneous phase.
OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUITS
Two isolated homogeneous phases can differ in net electric charge. If such
is the case, the phases can be regarded as having an excess or deficiency of
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electrons; and when such phases are connected with a barrier of finite
electric resistance, a momentary flow of electrons, an electric current, will
be produced in the transition zone. This electric current will cease when
the phases reach the same electric state, and thereafter no further electric
current will be observable in an open circuit system even though the phases
are not in chemical equilibrium, and a chemical current is still present in
the barrier. Such transient electric currents in open circuit systems are
not the electric currents of interest here.
Biological systems are closed circuit systems composed of many mem-
branes and phases arranged in closed circuits. The first all-fluid isothermal
closed circuit which mimics the biological system in that a spontaneous
"steady-state" electric current was demonstrable was prepared by Dolezalek
and Kruger in 1906.7 Their closed circuit was composed of three liquid
phases, solutions of sodium acetate, lithium chloride, and sulfuric acid,
separated by the three possible liquid junctions. Sollner in 19308 gave a
description of a closed circuit composed of but two homogeneous phases
separated by two membranes of different properties. The Sollner ring
circuit (see Fig. 1) is an elegant formal model for the representation of
many biological closed circuits in which spontaneous electric currents are
EXTERNAL ELECTRIC RESISTANCE
t ts ~~eecp SURFACE I
INTERNAL ELECTRIC RESISTANCE
LINES OF ELECTRIC CURRENT
FLOW
FIG. 1. The S6llner ring circuit. A simple closed circuit system containing no
metallic phases in which it is possible to demonstrate the presence of a spontaneous
electric current. The electromotive force of the chemical source of Emf in the
isothermal closed circuit is given by the equation
1
Emf = I R.1tot = -E (tjmem 1 - tjmem 2) Aul,mem 1.
Gi
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observed. Neihof and S6llner9' 0 have studied in detail the properties of
closed circuit systems composed of two membranes, one of which was anion
permeable, and the other cation permeable.
Experimental investigation of such closed circuit systems demonstrates
that "earthing" the system does not change the magnitude of the spontane-
ous electric current present in the system. Furthermore, since the steady
state electric current is everywhere the same in the closed circuit, no net
charge can be delivered to any element of volume of the closed circuit by the
electric current. Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that the
homogeneous phases and the barriers in the transfer systems considered
here are electrically neutral initially and remain electrically neutral there-
after.
POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE FUNCTIONS
If the homogeneous phases of the Sollner ring circuit are explored, it will
be found that equaelectrochemical potential surfaces located orthogonally
to the lines of electric current flow exist. Consider a unit transfer system
(Fig. 2) which can be regarded as a subunit of the ring circuit. The
FBARRIER b
<SURFACE I 216ECTRIC RESISTA ecp U
LINES OF ELECTRIC CURRENT FLOW
FIG. 2. The physiological transfer unit considered as a sub-unit of a closed circuit in
which a spontaneous electric current is flowing.
difference in the electrochemical potential of the ion i between two equa-
electrochemical potential surfaces-designated hereafter as the eecp surfaces
-located within the two homogeneous phases is physically definite and can
be determined by methods which will be described shortly. This difference,
Fij2 - Aj, can be considered to be composed of three parts: one part which
depends upon the purely chemical properties of the phases, that is, their
temperatures, pressures, and compositions; one part which depends upon
the degree of polarization of the barrier; and one part which depends upon
550
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the magnitude of the electric current in the system. The formal relation
among the pertinent quantities can be written
-2 it I u 2 1 2 i.(1b 2 t 21) .2.
in which Re121 is the electric resistance of the material medium enclosed by
the two eecp surfaces. The difference ,ui2 - , I is called the difference in
chemical potential, and might equally as well have been written as AlAib, since
it appears onlyacross the barrier of the idealized unit transfer system. When
the electric current in the system is zero, equation 12 becomes
-.21 -il. bi * + z ,b] 13.
since the only difference in electrochemical potential in the unit system now
appears across the barrier. The splitting of A1b]O into two parts was
originally and independently proposed by Brbnsted11 and Guggenheim,' and
equation 13 is the formal relation applicable to an open circuit transfer
system which results from their considerations.
The splitting of 14ib]o into two terms can be regarded as a mathematical
artifice which makes the derivation of further relations simple. The terms
A,uib and AIb in equations 12 and 13 are physically indefinite and therefore
arbitrary, in that it is possible to assign any magnitude we wish to either
one or the other of the quantities. By physically indefinite, we merely mean
that no experimental method is known whereby the magnitudes of these
quantities can be evaluated separately and independently of each other. The
minor difficulties introduced by this fact need not interfere with the under-
standing of transfer systems in general.
If all the material currents become zero, equilibrium is said to exist in
the unit transfer system, and by equation 1, A/Lkb] eq is separately zero for
each kinetic species to which the membrane is permeable. Under these
conditions equation 13 reduces to
lb SYgeq p_ib '14.
From equation 14 it follows that when the system is in equilibrium, AMib/zi
has the same magnitude for all permeable ions. When the system is not in
equilibrium and when an electric current is present, the magnitude of &*b
can be obtained if we first multiply both sides of equation 12 by tib/zi and
obtain the sum representative of all permeable ions. This procedure yields
the equation
tb ( - 231) - Z ti Asb + (yb - I 15. t _i
el
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Because of the equality in equation 9, we see that
1 tib a6b 16.
If a similar operation is performed upon equation 13, and the results are
compared with equation 10, we see that when the electric current through
the barrier is zero, the value of AIb]. is also given by the right hand side of
equation 16, that is, the magnitude of A*b does not depend upon the
instantaneous magnitude of the electric current. Therefore we will no longer
be required to distinguish between A*b]o and A*b.
It is instructive to compare equations 9 and 16. They are obviously
similar in form. But whereas A(pb is physically definite, A&b is physically
indefinite. If either AIb or A,Ab could be evaluated separately, the other
quantity would be known and the description of material transfer systems
would be greatly simplified.
An interesting and instructive set of relations between the differences in
the electrochemical potentials and the differences in the chemical potentials
can be obtained if equations 12 and 13 are first written for the two ions i and
j and then manipulated to remove the electric potential difference terms.
The result obtained can be written
-2 -2. -2 -1 - " albi3 a ji ]o b' b b b
Zi : Zi : Zi Zj
We call Azijb the chemical potential difference of an ion pair and this
potential difference appears across the barrier of a unit transfer system. It
is obvious from equation 17 that &/A.jb does not depend upon the instantane-
ous magnitude of either the chemical or the electric current in the unit
transfer system. Therefore, we may calculate AMAijb from the instantaneous
values of the temperatures, pressures, and composition of the phases alone
without having any knowledge of the material currents in the system. This
does not mean that A,A1jb in a given system will necessarily be constant in
time. The spontaneous material currents, whether they constitute in part
a chemical current or an electric current, will bring about changes in the
temperatures, pressures, and composition of the phases with time and thus
produce corresponding changes in the magnitude of Aujb. These changes
with time will cease when the system either reaches equilibrium or a
stationary state of some order. On the other hand, the existence of equation
1 makes it possible for us to evaluate the magnitude of ,uAjb from a knowl-
edge of the instantaneous magnitudes of the material currents and the
appropriate elements of the resistance matrix of the barrier without having
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any knowledge of the purely chemical properties of the respective phases.
The full experimental exploitation of this theoretical fact has yet to be made.
When equilibrium obtains in the transfer system, then A/"b is zero. This
follows immediately from equations 17 and 14. &/Altb also has properties
similar to A/Lnmb, the difference in chemical potential of a neutral molecule
across a barrier. When equations 12 and 13 are written for neutral molecules
(the z's are now zero), we obtain
_2
-RI a- bl b18 A=j~
- AP= 18.
The magnitude of A,Akb. The magnitude of &ALkb can, in principle, be
obtained from equation 1. It is evident that if all the material currents
through the barrier of an isothermal system are zero, then the system is in
equilibrium and
-biq -.0 19.
The superscript eq is used here and elsewhere to indicate that the unit
transfer system has reached an equilibrium state. If the system is not in
equilibrium, the magnitude of Ajikb could be calculated from a knowledge
of the instantaneous material currents and the appropriate elements of the
resistance matrix. Since this information is rarely at hand and is often
difficult to obtain, particularly in multicomponent transfer systems, it is
useful to be able to express the magnitude of I&kb in other ways. These
relations will now be derived or stated.
If we remember that the Y tib is unity, then equation 9 can be written
in another way, as follows 1
t1 ti - + Ii
b b b b -b tb b + E Mb
±E2 2 AR a- I &4
20.-
i ti Go ' E t Jjb h It j jb
or -jb tb -ib -b
If we now introduce the quantity AU1jb as defined by equation 17 we obtain
:t Api b - IIRbb el
Zi
21.
* b]=o b b
since A/i is equal to zero.
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Equation 21 applies to barriers of definite extent, such as are produced
when the phases in the idealized physiological transfer unit are well stirred.
If the transition zone is a liquid junction (lj) such as is formed when a less
dense miscible phase is layered above a more dense phase, the boundary is
both indefinite in extent and changes in extent with time. In this instance
equation 21 must be written in a more general form. The general form
when the liquid junction is a linear diffusion system can be written
Aii 1J1Ja 22.
THE CHEMICAL SOURCE OF EMF
Let us now consider a general closed circuit system composed of b barriers
and b homogeneous phases arranged in a ring circuit. To give a description
of the closed circuit we first locate two different eecp surfaces in any one
of the homogeneous phases. We then locate one eecp surface in each of the
remaining homogeneous phases. We now write equation 12 for each unit




_ + Zi} (^{ - I Rs=)
-3 2-_ii2- + - i & _ I R )
. . . . . . . . . @--- 23.
-1' -b 5 3.' b + Zj (^&b l'b) P -i Pi e Pi
_
l b)
-± ~1 0 I-2
The last equation in the set is written as indicated, since ,uil and pui"' are
equal because the two eecp surfaces, 1 and 1', are located in the same
homogeneous phase. If we obtain the sum representative of a complete
traverse of the closed circuit, we find that
E &lb
B Itot af 24. ba
in which Reit,t is the electric resistance of the complete circuit. The sum
A'Ab is therefore physically definite when the number of barriers in the
b
closed circuit is two or greater, and this sum is hereafter called the Emf of
the chemical source of electromotive force which exists in the closed circuit.
Equation 24 is merely Ohm's law written for a closed circuit containing
a chemical source of Emf.
To discover what constitutes the source of Emf in the closed circuit, let
us open the circuit between the 1 and 1' eecp surfaces. On opening the
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closed circuit, the electric current will become zero. Chemical currents may
still be present within the barriers, but the instantaneous value of the Emf
of the source will remain unchanged. This result is the consequence of the
fact that the Emf as defined is the sum of two or more AIb's which
individually do not depend upon the magnitude of the electric current.
The open circuit system can be displayed as the linear system
phase 1, barrier 1, phase 2.. . , phase b, barrier b, phase 1'.
Note carefully the formal properties of this linear system. The terminal
phases 1 and 1' are identical, there are two or more barriers with different
sets of ionic transport numbers, and the system contains two or more phases
of different chemical properties. Any system meeting these formal require-
ments we will designate a chemical source of Emf, and when the identical
terminal phases of such a linear system are reconnected, a spontaneous
electric current will flow in the closed circuit.
Equations 23 also apply to the open circuit system. But, since the electric
current is now zero, they are simpler in form. If the summation is performed
over all barriers, the result obtained will be given by
E i'i i
1 ga b 1 ;I ]) 25.
The sum YA,.1ib is zero because the terminal phases of the open circuit are
b
Zi
identical. Equation 25 gives the electromotive force of the chemical source
of Emf in terms of the difference in the electrochemical potential of any ion
which is present in the terminal phases. If we substitute the value of &Ajib]0/z
given by equation 21 into equation 25, we obtain a general equation for the
Emf of a chemical source of electromotive force, whether in a closed or an
open circuit condition. The general equation is
, 1 E at] " EJtbj 26
From this it is evident that the Emf can be determined if the purely
chemical properties of the phases, namely, their temperatures, pressures,
and compositions, are known and if the appropriate ionic transport numbers
are known.
Equation 26 can be written in the alternate form
I*=
E
s tib 'Lib 2T.
b .bi
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if we substitute the value of A&b given by equation 16 into equation 25.
This equation, because of the physically indefinite values of Apub, must be
reduced to the form of equation 26 before an attempt is made to calculate
the Emf.
The experimental determination of Ai.Libho and the Emf. The unit transfer
system, phase 1, membrane, phase 2, is not a chemical source of Emf since
it is neither terminated by identical phases, nor does it contain two or more
barriers. We can construct a chemical source of Emf from the unit transfer
system in several ways. If we place identical reversible electrodes into the
two homogeneous phases, we thereby establish metallic terminals between
which a measurable Emf will appear. When we do this, we obtain the system
Electrode 1, contact 1, phase 1, membrane, phase 2, contact 2, electrode 1'
This system has a physically definite Emf since there are now three barriers
present, contact 1, contact 2, and the membrane. The system also has three
phases, the electrodes, phase 1, and phase 2, of different ionic composition
in a linear array. The reversible electrodes serve as the identical terminal
phases. The electrodes can be assumed to be in contact equilibrium'8 with
the respective phases in which they are placed. When contact equilibrium
exists we write for the barriers, contact 1 and 2, that
-0 and AMi2l - ° 28.
for the differences in the electrochemical potential of the ion to which the
electrodes are reversible. The Emf of the system (equation 26) therefore
becomes
-ei ' a ^111 =a s 29.
The subscript i to the Emf is required here because the magnitude of
the measurable electromotive force will depend upon to which ion the
identical electrodes are reversible. Any Emfi determination on a system
of this type can be considered as a simultaneous determination of the
quantity Aji1bIo.
Zi
Metallic connections with the phases of a unit transfer system can also be
established through salt bridges and the use of auxiliary electrodes reversible
to some ion of the bridge solutions. A favorite device is a calomel electrode
placed in a saturated KCl solution. The saturated KCl solutions and the
556
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phases then form barriers classed as liquid junctions, lj's. When this is
done the chemical source of Emf so produced is represented by
Salt sol. 1, lj 1, phase 1, membrane, phase 2, Ij 2, salt sol. 1'.
It is not necessary to implicitly include the auxiliary metallic electrodes in
the specification of the system as constructed, since the system as written
now has a physically definite Emf which is not dependent upon the particular
reversible electrodes selected. The identical auxiliary electrodes used to
establish connections can be considered to be in contact equilibrium and
contribute nothing to the measured values of the Emf. However the
measured Emf will depend upon the ionic composition of the bridge solution
and the manner in which the liquid junctions are formed, particularly if
either the bridge solutions or the phases of the unit transfer system contain
ions of valencies greater than one in any appreciable concentration. The
Emf of this system written in accord with equation 26 is
A1P 11 + + &Li
Z, Z, Z,
This equation is of importance in the interpretation of the Emf measure-
ments of Donnan membrane equilibrium systems, for if a Donnan membrane
equilibrium exists in a unit transfer system, then A-,umem]Oeq is zero, and the
expression representative of the Emf of the system contains only the physi-
cally definite quantities referable to the two liquid junctions.
Although it is quite proper to write for the Emf of this system that
EXfb
=m-lj1
2 + y-r 31.
the individual A'Vs are of unknown magnitude even when the bridge
solutions are saturated KCl solutions. The assumptions usually made that
the magnitudes of the liquid junction potentials are either equal and
opposite, or are both near zero are completely arbitrary, and cannot be
defended by any set of experimental measurements. The continuing use of
the physically indefinite membrane potential as a "cause" for the production
of the physically definite ionic currents within the barriers of biological
transfer systems is to be decried because of the confusion in understanding
that results. As we have already indicated, we can only assign a physically
definite meaning to the sum of two or more AIb's.
A closed circuit can be produced from the unit transfer system by directly
connecting the two phases. This cannot be done without the introduction
of a second barrier, the liquid junction, that is established between the two
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phases. Examination of such a system will reveal the presence of a spontane-
ous electric current in the closed circuit. To discover the chemical source of
Emf in the system, let us mentally open the circuit through one of the
homogeneous phases. We then have the linear system
phase 1, membrane, phase 2, liquid junction, phase 1'.
This system now has a physically definite Emf. To measure this Emf it is
necessary to establish metallic connections with the terminal identical
phases. This can be done with auxiliary identical electrodes reversible to
some ion in the phases, or with salt bridges and associated electrodes. Only
one magnitude for the Emfof the system will be obtained whatever reversible
electrodes are used, since the electromotive force of the system will not
depend upon the nature of the auxiliary electrodes selected.
Finally, if we wish, we could establish a connection between the terminal
phases of the unit transfer system through a second membrane, whose ionic
transport numbers differs from the membrane originally present. In this
way, we can construct Sollner's ring circuit. When the circuit is opened
through either phase, the linear system
phase 1, membrane 1, phase 2, membrane 2, phase 1'
is produced. This linear system has a physically definite Emf whose magni-
tude is given by equation 26, or
Ebe
= 1 E (tJ=J
I ;am 2) ; 3. t3 3 .32.
To measure this Emf we place a pair of identical auxiliary electrodes or salt
bridges and associated electrodes in the terminal phases so produced. Which
reversible electrodes we select is immaterial, for the magnitude of the
measurable Emf will be independent of the nature of the electrodes used
to establish contact.
Open circuit systems of this type are difficult to study experimentally,
because the spontaneous chemical currents through the two membranes
rapidly render the terminal homogeneous phases non-identical. A useful
expedient is to break such a ring circuit into the two unit transfer systems
of which they are composed and to study the two systems separately. The
Emf of the complete open circuit system composed of the two unit sub-
systems can then be obtained by the algebraic summation of the Emf
measurements made upon the separate subsystems with suitable electrodes
when the corresponding phases of the separate subsystems are chemically
identical.
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If auxiliary electrodes are used to explore a simple closed circuit, the
observable Emf that appears between the terminals will depend upon the
position of the electrodes in the circuit. If the electrodes are in the same
phase, the measurable electromotive force, Emfm is related to the electro-
motive force of the source, Emfs, by the equation
Ee* Ee8 _ R n ,I R Wit I e}3
Relint is the internal electric resistance and Relext is the external electric
resistance between the two eecp surfaces as depicted in Figure 1. An inter-
esting consequence of equation 33 is that AjTilj/zi has the same magnitude
for all ions which may be present in a homogeneous phase, and depends only
upon the external electric resistance of the phase and the electric current
through the phase.
If the auxiliary electrodes are placed in the two different phases, the
relations for Emfm become more complex. We have, in this instance,
ihnf = IRa112+421 t 2 uMm 1 Ipe,213+1
t tuem1 mem134i
in which Rel12 includes the electric resistance of membrane 2, as well as the
electric resistance of some fraction of phases 1 and 2; and Re,21 includes the
resistance of membrane 1 as well as the resistance of the remaining fractions





FIG. 3. The idealized physiological unit of bioelectricity. The electromotive force of
the chemical source of Emf in the closed circuit is given by the equation
Emf= (tjmeml t,mem2) AM,lmem 1.
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BIOLOGICAL SOURCES OF EMF
Idealized biological sources of electromotive force can be regarded as
closed circuit systems composed of two or more unit transfer systems. The
simplest, an idealized cell, is merely a topological inversion of S6llner's ring
circuit. To see this clearly, examine the configuration depicted in Figure 3.
Whereas the limiting membrane of the idealized cell is continuous, it is
necessary that the limiting membrane must have at least two regions which
differ with respect to elements of the resistance matrix in order to cor-
respond to the ring circuit. Finite values of AlAij, the difference in chemical
potential of ion pairs between the cytoplasm and the exterior phase, will
be assured if the cell has metabolic activity.'
The solid lines of Figure 3 are the lines of electric current flow, the
dashed lines are the orthogonal traces on the xy plane of selected eecp
surfaces. Incidentally, a chemical current in the closed circuit due to the
flow of neutral molecules and ion pairs is also present. This current can
be dealt with by a theory similar in form to that given for the electric
current. The combined action of the electric and chemical currents lead to
the production of hydrodynamic eddy currents within the cell, also depicted
in Figure 3 as dotted lines, which contribute to the observable circulation
known as protoplasmic streaming. This phenomena will be discussed in
greater detail at a later time.
To clarify the situation with respect to the electric current in a biological
system, let us take a specific example. If the axon of a nerve cell is placed
in a physiological salt solution and the axon is cut, a spontaneous electric
current appears, the so-called demarcation current. The two barriers which
go to form the chemical source of Emf are the unaltered limiting membrane
of the axon and the liquid junction between the axioplasm and the external
salt solution. The magnitude of A/Aij between the axioplasm and the external
salt solution depends upon the metabolic state of the nerve cell. The electro-
motive force of the chemical source of Emf in this system is given by the
equation
+ - 1Zf E~ t i + 1 EJ tjlJU ) <J35.
It is not possible to measure Emfs in such a system directly, for the closed
circuit cannot be opened without destruction of the system. However a pair
of auxiliary electrodes can either be placed in the external phase, or one
electrode may be in the external phase and one may be in the axioplasm.
The measurable Emf which then appears between the terminals of the
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auxiliary electrodes will be given by equations similar to either 33 or 34,
as the case may be.
When the auxiliary electrodes are in the external phase and the
measurable electromotive force varies with time, it is proper to call the
record obtainable an action current record, for by equation 33 Emfm is
directly proportional to I if the external resistance is constant, as is usually
the case in studies of biological systems. It also is proper to call the record
obtained an action potential difference record if it is remembered that the
potential difference in question is the difference in electrochemical potential
of an ion between the two eecp surfaces defined by the placement of the
auxiliary electrodes. When such variations in time of Emfm are recorded
in an actual experiment, it is difficult to decide whether Emfs is changing or
whether Relint is changing. It is likely that both quantities have complex time
dependencies. The classic demonstration of Cole and Curtis" of the great
decrease in the "resistance" of the axon membrane coincident with the
appearance of the spike makes one believe that the initial changes in action
currents are due to profound alterations in the structure and the properties
of a localized region of the limiting axon membrane. Such changes, of
course, can be brought about in a variety of ways. For example, an electric
current across the membrane, resulting from an externally imposed electric
field, can alter the ionic composition of the membrane. The ions have
different specific mobilities which lead to concentration changes within
a membrane as the electric current flows. Other "stimuli" such as altered
concentrations of salts or neutral molecules in the vicinity of a limiting
membrane of a cell, mechanical distortion or destruction of a portion of the
limiting membrane, imposition of thermal gradients across the membrane,
etc., bring about the production of a closed circuit containing two barriers of
different matrices, and a spontaneous electric current appears.
The observable changes in action current subsequent to the spike probably
depend in large part upon the restoration of the system to the initial basal
state by the chemical activity and the spontaneous material currents which
operate to bring such systems back toward the initial stationary state. An
additional factor in the study of biological systems, particularly nerve fibers,
namely that the excited region moves with respect to the electrodes,
further complicates the interpretation of action current records.
Actual biological systems are, of course, much more complex than the
simple models discussed here. In the first place, there are rarely homogene-
ous phases anywhere. This means that the difference equations employed
in the discussions of the model systems must be replaced by the appropriate
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line integrals. But in all cases the summations must be performed over all
permeable ions across each region taken to represent a biological barrier.
Furthermore, the unit transfer systems are in both series and parallel con-
nection to form incredibly complex closed circuits. Indeed, chemical sources
of electromotive force in biological systems can be wholly within other
chemical sources as the nuclearplasm and the nuclear membrane are within
the cytoplasm of the cell. In principle, the electromotive force of the biologi-
cal sources, no matter how complex, could be estimated if we first locate
one of the lines of electric current flow and obtain the sums of the products
of ion transport numbers and differences in electrochemical potentials of all
ion pairs for all the membranes and liquid junctions we would encounter
if we made a complete traverse of the path. The quantities important to
a determination of Emfs are the transport numbers of the ions within the
barriers and the differences in the chemical potentials of the ion pairs across
the limiting membranes. The efforts of the experimental and theoretical
biochemists have given a great deal of detailed information about the com-
position of the internal and external phases of living cells. Such information
yields some knowledge of the &,u1jmemns existing across the limiting mem-
branes of cells. The tib's, however, are determined in part by the composition
and structure of the limiting membranes themselves, detailed information
which in most instances is sadly lacking. This information should become
available in the future as the techniques and experimental methods of the
molecular biologists are turned toward the detailed examination of the many
different types of biological barriers which are now known to exist.
GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS:
Alib -the chemical potential difference of the ion i across a barrier b.
Agjb -the electrochemical potential difference of the ion j across a barrier b.
A/,umem-the chemical potential difference of the ion pair ij across a membrane.
A,kb]o -the electrochemical potential of the kinetic species k across a barrier when
the electric current through a barrier is zero.
AIb -the electric potential difference across a barrier produced by a chemical
current or associated with the Helmholtz double layers.
A*b] eq-the electric potential difference across a barrier when the electric current
through the barrier is zero and when chemical equilibrium exists between
the phases adjacent to the barrier.
A/b -the electrical potential difference across a barrier associated with the flow
of electric current through a barrier.
eecp -an equaelectrochemical potential surface, eecp 1 and eecp 1' indicate that
the two surfaces are located in the same or identical phases.
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Emfm -the measurable electromotive force that appears between the terminals of
a pair of identical reversible auxiliary electrodes.
Emfs -the electromotive force of a chemical source of Emf.
9 -Faraday's constant.
Gtran -the rate of change of the Gibbs' free energy of a transfer system associated
with the material with the material currents through the barrier. The
dissipation of the Gibbs' free energy.
Gtranch -the rate of change of the free energy of a system associated with a chemical
current through the barrier.
Gtranel -the rate of change of the free energy of a system associated with an electric
current through a barrier.
I -the electric current.
fkb -the rate of flow of the kinetic species k through a barrier b.
fijch -that portion of the material current of the ionic species i which contributes
to the chemical current through a barrier.
jijel -that portion of the material current of the ionic species i which contributes
to the electric current through a barrier.
Rhkb -an element of the resistance matrix of a barrier; a generalized resistance
coefficient.
Relb -the electric resistance of a barrier.
Reltot -the total electric resistance of a closed circuit.
> -summation over all barriers.
b
> -summation over all ions.
E -summation over all ions except the i ion.
$+i
tib -the electric transport number of an ion i in a barrier b.
tIi -the electric transport number of the ion i when a barrier is a liquid junction.
All -the chemical potential of the ion i at the eecp surface 1.
gilt -the electrochemical potential of the ion i at the eecp surface 1'.
zi -the charge number of a kinetic particle, the valency of an ion i.
Subscripts and superscripts:
b -barrier k -kinetic species k
ch -chemical lj -liquid junction
el -electric m -measurable
eq -equilibrium mem -membrane
ext-external o -zero electric current
h -kinetic species h s -source
-ion i tot -total
int-internal tran -transfer
j -ion j
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